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THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR RWANDA ("the Tribunal"), 

SITTING as Trial Chamber I, composed of Judge Erik M0se, designated by the Trial 
Chamber, pursuant to Rule 73 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the Tribunal ("the 
Rules"); 

BEING SEIZED OF the "Emergency Motion to Allow Disclosure of Testimony of Witness 
DY", filed on 20 February 2004 by the Accused in the case of Prosecutor v. Bizimungu et al., 
Case No. 99-50-T, before Trial Chamber II; 

HEREBY DECIDES the motion. 

1. The Accused in the case of Prosecutor v. Bizimungu et al., being heard before Trial 
Chamber II, request disclosure of transcripts of closed session testimony of a protected 
witness who appeared at the trial of Prosecutor v. Bagosora et al., Witness DY. That witness 
has been also been called to testify as a Prosecution witness, under the same pseudonym, in 
the trial of Bizimungu et al. The Defence submits that it needs the transcripts to prepare for 
the testimony and states that it is willing to be bound by the protective measures applicable to 
this material, namely, the witness protection decision in Bagosora et al. 

2. The relief requested requires modification of the Bagosora witness protection decision 
of 29 November 2001 to permit disclosure of the information to the moving parties. The Trial 
Chamber has ongoing authority to review and modify its own decisions where appropriate. 
The Defence has a legitimate need for the protected material, which may be relevant to the 
witness's credibility. The Chamber follows past decisions in finding that the protected 
material requested may be disclosed, provided that the party to whom it is to be disclosed 
agrees to be bound by the terms of the witness protection decision.1 Any Defence team which 
expressly undertakes in writing filed with the Registry, on behalf of itself and the accused 
represented, to be bound by the Bagosora witness protection order, attached hereto as Annex 
A, shall be given the protected material of Witness DY.2 

3. The timing of that disclosure is to be determined by the Trial Chamber seized of the 
case. Upon receipt of the written undertaking described above, the Chamber authorizes the 
Registry to transmit the closed session transcripts of Witness DY's testimony, and any 
exhibits therewith, to Trial Chamber II, for release to the Defence as it deems appropriate. 

FOR THE ABOVE REASONS, THE CHAMBER 

DECIDES that the transcripts of the closed session trial testimony of Witness DY in 
Bagosora et al., and exhibits filed under seal therewith, shall be made available to any 
Defence team in the case of Bizimungu et al. which undertakes in writing filed with the 

1 Niyitegeka, Decision on Release of Closed Session Transcript of Witness KJ for Use in the Trial of Bagosora 
et al. (TC), 17 February 2004; Ntakirutimana, Decision on Release of Closed Session Transcript of Witness 00 
for Use in the Trial of Bagosora et al. (TC), 17 February 2004; Muse ma, Decision on Release of Closed Session 
Transcript of Witness AB for Use in the Trial of Bagosora et al. (TC), 18 February 2004; Bagosora et al., 
Decision on Motion By Nzirorera for Disclosure of Closed Session Testimony of Witness ZF (TC), 11 
November 2003; Nahimana et al., Decision on Joseph Nzirorera's Motion for Disclosure of Closed Session 
Testimony and Exhibits Received Under Seal (TC), 5 June 2003; Niyitegeka, Decision on the Defence Motion 
for Release of Closed Session Transcript of Witness KJ (TC), 23 June 2003; Kajelijeli, Decision on Joseph 
Nzirorera's Motion for Disclosure of Closed Session Testimony and Exhibits Received Under Seal (TC), 7 
October 2003. 
2 Two subsequent decisions, dated 5 December 2001 and 18 July 2003, affected the timing of disclosure but not 
the substance of the confidentiality obligations impos:d by the decision of29 November 2001. { iv 
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Registry, on behalf of itself and the Accused represented, to be bound by the witness 
protection decision of 29 November 2001, attached hereto as Annex A; 

ORDERS that any person or party in receipt of such closed session testimony and exhibits 
filed under seal therewith shall be bound mutatis mutandis by the witness protection decision 
of29 November 2001; 

ORDERS the Registry to carry out the terms of this Decision, and to otherwise continue to 
enforce the terms of the witness protection decision of 29 November 2001. 

Arusha, 23 February 2004 

Erik M0se 
Judge 

[Seal of the Tribunal] 
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Prosecutor v. Bagosora, Nsengiyumva, Kabiligi and Ntabakuze, ICTR-98-41-I 

The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda ( the "Tribunal"), sitting tol~ 1! e;'Trial 
Chamber III composed of Judges Lloyd George Williams, Presiding, Y akov Ostrovsky, and 
Pavel Dolenc (the "Chamber"); 

BEING SEISED OF the Prosecution Motion for Harmonisation and Modification of 
Protective Measures for Witnesses dated 5 July 2001 and filed on 10 July 2001 (the 
"Motion"); 

CONSIDERING Nsengiyumva's Defence Response to the Prosecution Motion for 
Harmonisation and Modification of Protective Measures for Witnesses dated 24 August 2001 
and filed on 31 August 2001; 

CONSIDERING Bagosora's "Memoire en Replique" filed on 3 September 2001; 

RECALLING the three extant witness protection orders in the three cases that have been 
joined for trial: Prosecutor v. Nsengiyumva, Decision on the Prosecutor's Motion for the 
Protection of Victims and Witnesses, ICTR-96-12-T, 26 June 1997 (the "Nsengiyumva 
Decision"); Prosecutor v. Bagosora, Decision on the Prosecutor's Motion for the Protection 
of Victims and Witnesses, ICTR-96-7-I, 31 October 1997 (the "Bagosora Decision"); and 
Prosecutor v. Kabiligi and Ntabakuze, Decision on Motion by the Office of the Prosecutor 
for Orders for Protective Measures for Victims and Witnesses, ICTR-97-34-I, 19 May 2000 
(the "Kabiligi-Ntabakuze Decision") ( collectively, the "Extant Orders"); 

CONSIDERING the oral submissions of the Prosecutor and Counsel for all four Accused at 
the hearing on the Motion of 6 September 2001 (the "Hearing"); 

NOW DECIDES the matter on the basis of the written briefs and oral submissions of the 
Prosecutor and the Defence. 

I. SUBMISSIONS 

A. SUBMISSIONS OF THE PROSECUTOR 

I. In the Motion, the Prosecutor seeks to harmonise the time frame within which she must 
disclose to the Defence unredacted statements and identification data of protected prosecution 
witnesses. The Prosecutor proposes that the Chamber replace the relevant sections of the 
three Extant Orders with a harmonised measure that requires her to make such disclosure 
"when the witness has been brought under the protection of the Tribunal or at least twenty
one (21) days before the witness is to testify at trial, whichever is the soonest". In support of 
this proposition, the Prosecutor underscores that this disclosure _period is currently in place in 
the Kabiligi-Ntabakuze Decision. Moreover, submits the Prosecutor, such a disclosure period 
is also consistent with recent witness protection orders . imposed in other cases. The 
Prosecutor also submits that the proposed modification would not prejudice the Accused in 
the preparation of their defence because the proposal for modification is being made well in 
advance of trial. 

2. Further, the Prosecutor expos(ulates that Rule 69 of the Rules of Procedure and 
Evidence (the "Rules") strikes a balance between the rights of an Accused and the safety and 
security of witnesses. That balance, posits the Prosecutor, is best· achieved by applying the 
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five-pronged test pronounced in the matter of Prosecutor v. Tadic (IT-94-1.;. t)~ Decision on 
the Prosecutor's Motion requesting Protective Measures for Victims and Witnesses, (10 
August 1995). Relying on a report by the Chief of the Witness and Victims Support Section
Prosecution (the "WVSS-P"), prepared in the context of the so-called Butare Case, currently 
being tried before Trial Chamber II (Judge Sekule Presiding), the Prosecutor submits that the 
witnesses suffer from a real and objective fear. The Prosecutor contends moreover that her 
witnesses are vulnerable and "not easily encouraged to testify in court". She also invites the 
Chamber to take judicial notice of the present state of armed conflict in Rwanda. 

3. The Prosecutor indicates that she intends to call more than 200 witnesses in her case
in-chief during the trial proceedings. In response to the Defence arguments that the twenty
one-day before testimony disclosure period does not afford them adequate time to place in 
context such a large number of witnesses, Prosecutor remonstrates that the redacted witness 
statements she has already disclosed afford the Defence sufficient insight into the global 
context of her case against the Accused. 

4. The Prosecutor also seeks to modify the three Extant Orders by adding a provision 
requiring the Defence to make a written request to the Trial Chamber, on prior notice to the 
Prosecution, before contacting prosecution witnesses. 

5. Finally, the Prosecutor requests that the Chamber not make any more harmonising 
provisions than those she has proposed because it would be ."confusing and oowieldy to 
replace the existing orders in their entirety by a new single harmonised order". Moreover, the 
Prosecutor argues that more extensive harmonisation would prejudice parties who have relied 
on or implemented the earlier orders. 

B. SUBMISSIONS OF THE DEFENCE 

6. During the hearing, Counsel for Kabiligi made an oral submission that the Accused 
Kabiligi be afforded the same disclosure conditions for unredacted witness statements as 
enjoyed by the Accused Bagosora and Nsengiyumva. 

1. Timing of Disclosure of Witnesses' Identity 

7. The Defence submits that the tdentity and . W1redacted witness statements of all 
protected witnesses must be revealed before the commencement of trial. Any other 
provision, i.e., one measured from the date of testimony of a particular witness would result 
in substantial prejudice to the rights of the Accused to be accorded sufficient time to 
adequately prepare their defence. In support of this contention the Defence, invokes the 
provisions of Article 20 of the Statute, Rules 66, 67,.69, and 75 of the Rules of Evidence and 
Procedure and the practice under the civil code or the common law in the national 
jurisdictions. More significantly, the Defence argues that the harmonisation and modification 
sought by the Prosecutor, as well as the earlier case law pronouncing similar orders, is 
inconsistent with Rule 66(A)(ii) and 69(C) and Article 20( 4)(b) of the Statute because these 
provisions require that the Prosecutor make disclosure of witness identifying data before 
trial. The Defence also stresses that pursuant to Rule 69, the imposition of protective 
measures is reserved for "exceptional circumstances". Consequently, argues the Defence, the 
Prosecutor cannot legitimately withhold disclosure of witness identification data for all the 
witnesses she intends to call at trial. 

• 
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8. Addressing themselves to the practicalities, the Defence maintains that the Chamber 
should carefully consider the particular factual predicate of this. case, in which the Prosecutor 
intends to call more than 200 witnesses in her case in chief. Such an unwieldy number of 
witnesses and the length and complexity of witness statements are factors which should be 
considered when determining a reasonable time frame for disclosure of witness identifying 
information. In this regard, the Defence indicates that they· have already received 872 
witness statements in redacted form. Some of the witnesses'· statements have been so overly 
redacted, rendering them effectively incomprehensible and useless in the preparation of the 
D·efence. Consequently, the Defence· contends, it will be necessary to consider the 
unredacted versions of all witness statements simultaneously in order to fairly glean an 
understanding of the gestalt of the Prosecutor's case against each· of the Accused. In this 
manner, notes the Defence, the factual circumstances in this case are eminently 
distinguishable from others in which there is only one Accused involving a far more modest 
number of Prosecution witnesses. 

9. Furthermore, in this regard, the Defence submits that it.is veritably impossible to cross
examine a particular witness without having recourse to the complete, unredacted statements 
of all the other witnesses with respect to a particular issue or incident. Therefore, contends 
the Defence, the Prosecutor must be directed to provide unredacted witness statements and to 
disclose the identities of witnesses before the commencement of trial so as to afford the 
Defence a fair opportunity to assess and investigate each witness' credibility, bearing in mind 
the interrelationship between the various claims in all witnesses' uniedacted statements. 

10. During the Hearing, Counsel for Bagosora· provided further practical insight by 
describing the manner in which the Defence exploits the unredacted witness statements. 
Once disclosed by the Prosecutor, an unredacted statement is carefully studied by the entire 
Defence team, including the lawyers, the legal assistants, investigators, and then by the 
Accused. Thereafter, the contents of each statement must be compared with the charges in the 
Indictment and with the stateinents of other witnesses. Based upon this extensive review, 
Counsel and the Accused discuss and prepare the battery of cross~examination questions. 
This involved process, notes the- Defence, will necessarily require that the Prosecutor disclose 
unredacted witness statements more than twenty-one days in advance of a particular witness' 
testimony. 

11. The Defence of Nsengiyumva submits that in the context of a criminal trial, when 
balancing the rights of the Accused and the interests of the witnesses who wish to temporarily 
conceal their identities, the rights of the Accused must be deemed superior. In this vein, the 
Defence observes that neither the Accused, who is detained at the Tribunal's detention 
facility, nor any member of the Defence teams pose any danger to the.Prosecutor's witnesses. 
Therefore, argues the Defence, the Prosecutor's witnesses' fears are purely subjective, with 
no basis in objective facts. Notably, the Defence contends that in other cases the Prosecutor 
was required to disclose unredacted witness statements sixty days. prior to the trial, with no 
resulting difficulties. Moreover, stresses the Defence, witnesses in· the national courts of 
Rwanda and Belgium testify publicly in open court without the benefit of any protective 
measures. 

12. In response to the Prosecutor's submissions, Counsel for Bagosora reminds the 
Chamber that the Extant Orders already strike a correct balance between the interests of the 
Accused and the interest of the protected witnesses. Counsel suggests that the provisions of 
the Extant Orders and respect for the rights of the Accused militate in favour· of harmonising 

------~----- -----------
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witness protective measures to conform to the more liberal and least restrictive measures 
among the Extant Orders. The Defence submits that the Prosecutor should be required to 
disclose unredacted witness statements within a shorter delay period, thereby affording all 
Accused the benefit of the adequate time to prepare their defence. 

13. All Defence Counsel indicated that they would be agreeable ~o a harmonised order in 
conformity with the Rules. requiring the Prosecutor to disclose the unredacted statements of 
her protected witnesses at least sixty days before trial. Moreover, Counsel for Bagosora 
conceded that if disclosure of unredacted witness statements were made sixty days before 
tdal, the Prosecutor could be permitted to disclose the identity of the witness at some later 
date. 

2. The No-Contact Order . 

14. The Defence of Kabiligi, the sole Counsel to address· the specifics of Prosecutor's 
proposed modifications with respect to an injunction requiring the Defence to obtain leave of 
the Chamber and give prior notice to the Prosecutor before contacting the Prosecutor's 
protected witnesses, submits that the requested order presents a pra¢tical absurdity. In this 
regard, argues the Defence, they can hardly be asked to refrain from contacting protected 
witnesses whose identities have not been disclosed to or known by the Defence. 

II. DELIBERATIONS 

A. Introduction 

15 ~ The Prosecutor has requested the harmonisation of two measures in the Extant Orders, 
arguing that it would be unwieldy and prejudicial to harmoni.se all the witness protection 
provisions. The Chamber finds that harmonisation of the witness protection orders in a joint 
trial is in the best interests of the parties and of justice. It would be totally impractical and 
illogical for the Chamber to proceed with the trial of the Accused in· a joint trial where the 
disclosure orders differ from one Accused to the next. The extent to which the Chamber may 
properly modify the Extant Orders, however, is .limited by operation of the provisions of 
Rules 69 and 7 5. While the Tribunal may order appropriate witness protection measures 
pursuant to Rule 75 proprio motu, the parties must affirmatively request any relief pursuant 
to Rule 69. Consequently, the Chamber is constrained by Rule 69 to consider only that very 
circumscribed measure of relief sought by the Prosecutor with respect to the temporary non
disclosure of witnesses' unredacted statements and other identifying data. · With respect to the 
Prosecutor's proposal for the modification of the Extant Orders to control contact of her 
witnesses by the Defence, the Chamber is free pursuant to Rule 75 to fashion relief sua 
sponte, unencumbered by the relief sought by the Prosecutor. 

16. The protection of witnesses who appear before the Tribunal is governed by Article 21 
of the Statute and Rules 69 and 7 5. Iµ view of the statutorily guaranteed rights of the 
Accused under Article 20(1), (4)(a) to a fair and public trial and to be afforded adequate time 
to prepare their Defence, the Motion calls upon the Chamber to. engage in a delicate 
balancing process, weighing the rights of the Accused against the mandate of the Tribunal to 
provide effective protection measures for victims and witnesses. 
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17. Stated in its most simple terms, the instant Motion fundamentally thrusts the Chamber 
into resolving the main polemic on whiqh there is a· seemingly irreconcilable difference of 
opinion between the · Defence and the Prosecution: Which method of calculating the 
disclosure period of unredacted witness statements and· other. identifying data is most 
consonant with the letter and spirit of Article 21. of the Statute and Rule 69 -- one measured 
from the date of trial or one measured from the date a particular protected witness is to give 
testimony before the Trial Chamber? Also, implicit in the foregoing dialectic is the following 
issue. Assuming one measures _the Prosecutor's disclosure. obligation from the expected date 
of testimony of a particular protected witness, does Rule 69 ( or any other Rule for that 
matter) permit the Chamber to make a rolling disclosure order .or does it only countenance 
that disclosure is to be made before the commencement of trial? 1 

· 

B. Timing of Disclosure of Witnesses' Identities 

18. Each of the three Extant Orders contains an order permitting the Prosecutor to delay the 
disclosure of the identity and related identifying information of her witnesses to the Defence. 
The specific provisions are reproduced as follows (with added emphasis): 

(a) The Nsengiyumva Decision: 

( 6) The Prosecutor is authorised to withhold disclosure to the Defence of the 
identity of the victims and witnesses and to temporarily redact their names and 
addresses in the written statements, until such time as the• said victims or 
witnesses are brought under the protection of the Tribunal. 

(7) Subject to the provisions in Rules 69(A) and 69(C) of the Rules and to 
paragraph 6 above, the Prosecutor is ordered to disclose to the Defence the 
identity of the said protected victims and witnesses as w~ll as their non
redacted statements within sufficient time prior tO the ·trial in order to allow 
the· Defence a sufficient amount of time to prepare itself. 

(b) The Bagosora Decision: 

In the body of the Decision, the Tribunal explains "the trial chamber is of the 
considered . opinion that the Prosecutor should disclose the identity of its 
witnesses in sufficient time prior to the trial to allow the defence to rebut any 
evidence that prosecution witnesses may raise." The Order reads, "the names 
addresses and other identifying information of the victims and witnesses, as 
well as their locations, shall be kept under the seal of the Tribunal and shall 
not be disclosed to the defence until further orders". 

1 
• Inasmuch as the English version of Rule 69(C) speaks of "before trial", whereas the French version speaks 

nf "hPfnrP thP r.nmmPnrPmPnt nfn-ial" t'hi::- turn ti::-t'mc a,-i::, ncP~ int"'""h'-'"'"'"'"'"'h, in +hi" n .. ,..;";,...,. 
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(c) The Kabiligi and NtabakuzeDecision: 

Prohibiting the disclosure, in advance, to the Defence of the names, addresses, 
whereabouts of, and any other identifying <iata, including any information in 
the supporting material on file with the Registry, which would reveal the 
identities of the Protected Persons, and requiring the Prosecutor to make such 
a disclosure, including of any material provided earlier to the Defence in a 
redacted form, not later than 21 days befor~ the protected witness is to testify 
at trial, unless the Trial Chamber decides otherwise pursuant to Rule 69(A) of 
the Rules. 

19. The Tribunal must determine the appropriate timing of disclosure and in doing so, must 
reassess what is "strictly necessary" for the protection of witnesses ih the circumstances of 
the joint trial. Such an evaluation must be made on a case-by-case basis. There has been a 
recent trend in some other cases allowing the Prosecutor to withhold the identity of witnesses 
until twenty-one days prior to the date on which the witness is scheduled to testify. However, 
disclosure of identity is of heightened importance in this case, given the size of the 
Prosecution's case and in particular the expected number of witnesses. 

20. It is the Chamber's considered belief that deliberation about the foregoing issues 
cannot be done in a factual vacuum. Rather, the Chamber must approach these issues with a 
reasoned appreciation of the practicalities of implementing any resulting order and an 
understanding of the idiosyncratic factual circumstances of this particular case. First, it is 
important to recall that this case involves four Accused who are to be tried jointly. Second, in 
the context of this case· in which the Prosecutor intends to call more than 200 witnesses and 
has already produced 872 redacted witness statements, the Chamber is mindful of its statutory 
duty to provide effective protection to witnesses who are considered to be vulnerable. It is 
anticipated that the trial of this matter may take upwards of one to two years. Moreover, the 
Chamber must take into account the importance and high profile and influence of the four 
Accused in this case and their possible connections and influences notwithstanding the fact 
that they are confined at the Tribunal's Detention Facility. Rule 69(C) sanctions such 
considerations inasmuch as it envisioned exceptional circumstances that would warrant the 
temporary non-disclosure of the identities of witnesses to the Defence. 

21. The Chamber must consider how long a period of temporary non-disclosure of the 
witnesses' unredacted statements and identification data is strictly necessary to protect 
vulnerable witnesses. This consideration also entails the concomitant determination of how 
much advance disclosure is necessary ~o fairly avail the Defence of sufficient time to 
adequately and effectively prepare their respective cross-examination of the Prosecutor's 
protected witnesses. No consideration of witness protective measures·is complete without an 
understanding of the capabilities and resource-imposed limitations of the Witness and 
Victims Services Section. 

22. Consideration of the foregoing peculiar factual circumstances militates in favour of 
harmonising the Extant Orders to conform with the least restrictive or more liberal order 
among them, namely the order now in place in the matter of the Prosecutor v. Bagosora 
(ICTR-96-7-I), Decision on the Prosecutor's Motion for the Protection of Victims and 
Witnesses (31 October 1997 (orally) and 26 November 1997 (written)) (Judges Sekule, 
(Presiding), Ostrovsky and Khan). Mindful of its obligation to provide meaningful protection 
to vulnerable witnesses and to protect the interests of the Accused to receive disclosure of the 
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unredacted statements and identities of protected Prosecution witnesses in sufficient time to 
make effective use of them in preparing a Defence, the· Chamber finds that it is in the interest 
of justice to harmonise the Extant Orders to conform to the order now in operation in the 
Bagosora Decision. Thus, the witness protection orders in the other two cases, i.e., 
Prosecutor v. Nsengiyumva and Prosecutor v. Kabiligi and Ntabakuze, shall be harmonised 
to conform to the Bagosora Decision. 

23. To recall, the entire order with respect to disclosure of witness identifying data to the 
Defence in the Bagosora Decision reads as follows: 

The names, addresses and other identifying information of the 
victims and witnesses, as well as their locations, shall be· kept 
under the (sic) seal of the Tribunal and shall not be disclosed to 
the Defence (sic) until further orders. 

24. In addition, in the deliberations portion of the Bagosora Decision (at para. (ii) of the 
Deliberations) the Chamber, comprised of Judges Sekule, Presiding, Ostrovsky, and Khan, 
reiterated the words of the Rule 69 (C) as follows: 

The Trial Chamber is of the considered opm1on that the 
Prosecutor (sic) should disclose the identity of the witnesses in 
sufficient time prior to the trial to allow the defence (sic) to 
rebut any evidence that the prosecution witnesses may ratse [.] 

25. Harmonising the Extant Orders to conform· to the one in the Bagosora Decision has 
several advantages. Notably, it provides the fluidity necessary to reassess the practicalities at 
every instance so as to modify the order to address unexpected- difficulties the WVSS-P 
invariably encounters in locating and providing protection to a large number of prosecution 
witnesses. Secondly, adopting the Bagosora Dec~sion has the added advantage of forestalling 
any argument of prejudice that may be raised by the Accused Bagosora and N sengiyumva, 
who were heretofore the beneficiaries of the more liberal orders. The orders in those cases 
are based on the language of Rules 69 (A) and 69(C), leaving ·the Chamber free to impose an 
appropriate specific deadline for the Prosecutor to disclose witness-identifying data by a 
subsequent order. 

26. It is equally imperative that the Chamber considers the limits of the abilities of the 
WVSS-P in providing protective measures for the witnesses because it is only after a witness 
comes under the protection of the Tribunal that any disclosure of the witness-identifying data 
may be made to the Defence. The resources and staffing of the WVSS-P are not limitless. In 
addition, those resources are strained even further when all three of the Tribunal's Trial 
Chambers are engaged in trial proceedings, all trying two or more cases· simultaneously. The 
Chamber would be remiss if it failed to consider these practicalities and their attendant 
repercussions thereby reducing "witness protection" to hollow words. 

27. It is not desirable for the Chamber to make a more specific order at this juncture 
without a fair understanding of the workings and capacities of the WVSS-P. Consequently, 
the Chamber refrains from making an order as proposed by the Defence, directing the 
Prosecutor to make disclosure of unredacted witness statements and other identification data 
sixty days before the commencement of trial. Moreover, the Chamber notes that it is not 
desirable to adopt the proposal of the Defence . for Bagosora requiring the Prosecutor to 
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disclose unredacted statements sixty days in advance of trial but permitting her to withhold 
the identity of witnesses until some later date. This proposal is not feasible because the very 
detailed information in the unredacted statements may very well be used to determine the 
identity of protected witnesses. 

28. In order to make a more concrete and informed determination of the number of days in 
advance of trial or testimony that the Prosecutor must disclose unredacted witness statements 
and identities, it will be necessary for the Chamber to consult with the WVSS-P pursuant to 
Rule 69(B) to assess its capacity to place witnesses under the protection of the Tribunal and 
in what time frame such protection can be put in place. Rule 69(.B) provides, "In the 
determination of protective measures for victims and witnesses, the Trial .Chamber may 
consult the Victims and Witnesses Support Unit." Upon consulting with the WVSS-P and 
making an assessment of its capacity to place the protected witnesses· under protection, the 
Chamber shall then issue, no later than 11 December 2001, another order specifying when the 
Prosecutor is to disclose the witness statements and whether such disclosure will be made in a 
disclosure in advance of trial or on a rolling disclosure basis measured from the date of 
testimony of particular witnesses. 

29. The Prosecutor relies heavily upon some previous jurisprudence of the various Trial 
Chambers of this Tribunal finding that requiring the Prosecutor to disclose unredacted 
witness statements and other identifying data twenty-one days in advance of testimony 
adequately addressed and reconciled the concerns of the Accused and those of the protected 
witnesses. The Chamber finds, however, that there is no talismanic magic attached to the 
twenty-one-day in advance of testimony disclosure measure in place in the Kabiligi and 
Ntabakuze Decision. The twenty-one-day figure does not derive from the letter of Rule 
69(C). Rather, it is a discretionary measure fashioned out of consideration of the particular 
factual circumstances as they existed at tire time those particular decisions w~re rendered. 

30. Mindful of its obligation to provide meaningful protection to vulnerable witnesses and 
to protect the interests of the Accused to receive disclosure of the unredacted statements and 
identities of protected Prosecution witnesses in sufficient time to make effective use of them 
in preparing a Defence, the Chamber finds that it is in the interest of justice to harmonise the 
Extant Orders to conform to that now in operation in the Bagosora Decision. Accordingly, 
the following order, borrowed verbatim from the Bagosora Decision shall become effective 
immediately with respect to this joinder case, comprising the cases of the four Accused, 
Bagosora, N sengiymva, Kabiligi and Ntabakuze: "The names, addresses and other 
identifying information of the victims and witnesses, as well as their locations, shall be kept 
under the (sic) seal of the Tribunal and shall not be disclosed to the Defence until further 
orders." 

C. Controlled Contact Order 

3 0. The Prosecutor seeks to add what she considers to be a new measure to each of the 
Extant Orders. The Chamber finds that two of the three Extant Orders already contain a 
controlled contact provision. The Bagosora Decision provides that , "the defence or its 
representatives who are acting pursuant to their instructions shallnotify the Prosecutor of any 
request for contacting the- prosecution witnesses, and the Prosecutor shall make arrangement 
for such contacts". Similarly, the Kabiligi-Ntabakuze D_ecision also requires the Defence to: 
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Make a written request on reasbnable noti_ce to the Prosecution, . to the Trial 
Chamber or a Judge thereof, to contact any Protected Person or any relative of 
such person. At the direction of the Trial Chamber or a Judge thereof, and with 
the consent of such Protected Person or the parents or guardian of that person 
if that person is under the age of 18', to an interview by the Defence, the 
Prosecution shall undertake the · necessary arrangements to facilitate such 
contact. 

31. Regardless of the characterisation of this measure, the Tribunal finds that it is 
equitable to harmonise the existing provisions so that all Defence teams will be operating 
under the same clear constraints concerning contact with Prosecution witnesses. The 
Chamber is, however, mindful of the arguments of the Defence that such an order can 
logically operate only after the Defence has been informed of the identities of the protected 
witnesses. Prior to such time, the Defence could not fairly know whether or not their 
representatives were approaching a protected person. 

32. The- Chamber also finds that it is not necessarily practicable that the Defence seek 
permission of the Chamber each time they wish to · contact one of the 200 witnesses the 
Prosecutor has indicated she intends to call at trial. The Chamber also' recognises that there 
are· likely to be more requests for contact with witnesses in· a joint trial with multiple 
defendants. Such requests for contact should be initially arranged between the parties in 
consultation with the Registry. Only upon the failure of such co-operative efforts would 
either party be authorised to seek the intervention of the Chamber to obtain.appropriate relief. 

D. MEASURES TO PROTECT WITNESSES' IDENTITIES FROM PUBLIC AND MEDIA 

32. A number of measures in the Extant Orders, granted pursuant to Rule 75, are designed 
to prevent the public arid media from discovering the identity of protected witnesses. These 
measures are generally awarded to both Prosecution and Defence witnesses appearing before 
this Tribunal in recognition of the special risks to privacy and security of the protected 
witnesses. Although such measures impact on the right of the ·AcclJsed to a public trial, these 
measures have been viewed to be appropriate limits on the rights of the accused in response 
to the potential risks facing the protected witnesses. All three Extant Orders contain strikingly 
similar provisions, and the harmonisation of the measures into a single Order, proprio motu, 
will serve to simplify the proceedings. 

E. NOTIFICATION OF THE WVSS-P , 

3 3. Two of the Extant Orders, namely the Bagosora Decision and. the N sengiyumva 
Decision, contain provisions requiring the Prosecutor to communicate the names and 
particulars of witnesses to the Witnesses and Victims Support Section in order to initiate 
protective measures. The Bagosora Decision requires that the Prosecutor furnish these details 
while the Kabiligi-Ntabakuze Decision orders the Registry to take these steps. The Tribunal 
finds that this measure is superfluous, as the Prosecutor is free to communicate this 
information to the Registry, when and if the witnesses are selected to testify at Trial. The 
Prosecutor should take these· steps at the earliest opportunity in o~der to facilitate the work of 
the WVSS and to ensure that the witnesses come under the protection of the Tribunal in 
advance of the disclosure of their identities to the Defence. 
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34. Two of the Extant Orders prohibit the Defence from reve~Jing the identity of the 
protected witnesses. The· Bagosora Decision is very specific and operates only after the 
information has been disclosed to the Defence: 

( v) The defence shall not reveal to anyone except to their immediate team, the 
names addresses, whereabouts of the prosecution witnesses and any other 
information identifying them once such information has been revealed to it by 
the prosecution. 

The Kabiligi-Ntabakuze Decision, in contrast, is very broad: 

(g) Prohibiting the immediate Defence team and the Accused from sharing, 
discussing or revealing, directly or indirectly, any document or any 
information contained in any document, or any other information which could 
lead to the identification of any Protected Person to any person or entity other 
than the Accused, assigned Counsel or other persons working on the 
immediate defence team, as designated by the assigned Counsel or the 
Accused. · 

35. The Chamber observes that the wording of this measure in the Kabiligi-Ntabakuze 
Decision is overly broad and unenforceable. · Even the most cautious defence investigation 
might incidentally or indirectly reveal information that could -somehow lead to the 
identification of potential prosecution witnesses. 

36. The Chamber recalls, however, that witness protection measures are binding, inter alia, 
on both the Prosecution and the Defence. Therefore, the names, addresses and other protected 
identifying information which could reveal the identities of tlie witnesses cannot be disclosed 
to the public or to the media by any person including the Defence andthe Accused. 

3 7. Relying on the recent decision of the Appeals Chamber in Prosecutor v. Muse ma 
(ICTR-96-13-A), Decision on Extremely Urgent Motion for Protective Measures for 
Witnesses (22 May 2001), the Chamber recognizes an implicit exception to this general rule 
for the limited sharing of general information by the Defence Counsel and the immediate 
Defence team acting pursuant to the request of Counsel to individual members of the public 
where necessary to prepare the defence. Such exception applies only where the disclosure is 
limited to what is necessary and is done in such a way as to minimize the risk of the 
information being divulged further. 

G. Independent Investigation of Wi.tnesses' Identities 

38. The Kabiligi-Ntabakuze Decision also contains a measure prohibiting the Defence from 
"attempting to make an independent determination of the identity of any Protected Person or 
encouraging or otherwise facilitating any person to. attempt to determine the identity of any 
such person". While the other Extant Orders do not contain such a provision, the Chamber 
observes that any such independent investigation into the identity of a protected person would 
violate _the object and spirit of all witness protection measures. 
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39. It is unclear whether this measure in the Kabiligi-Ntabakuze Decision was granted 
pµrsuant to Rule 69 or pursuant to Rule 75. It appears that its purpose is two-fold: .to ensure 
the integrity of the non-disclosure of identity to the Defence and to ensure that protected 
information is not passed on to the public in an attempt by the Defence to circumvent the 
non-disclosure order. Since Rule 69 deals only with non-disclosure by one party to the other, 
the Chamber finds that the Order preventing the Defence from conducting an independent 
investigation of identity must have been granted as an auxiliary measure pursuant to Rule 
75(A) to protect the witnesses from the public and media. As such, the Chamber has the 
power to vary this measure proprio motu. 

40. Such a measure might be a desirable clarification of the ethical obligations of the 
parties.• However, any attempt to directly ascertain the identity of a prosecution witness from 
the information, statements or other evidence disclosed by the Prosecutor would fall afoul of 
other witness protection measures. While the Defence is prohibited by the other Extant 
Orders from disclosing protected information to the public or to the media, the Defence 
cannot be prevented from making legitimate investigations and inquiries into the 
circumstances surrounding the events alleged by the Prosecutor. 

H. Notification of Defence Team Members 

41. The final provision that is unique to the Kabiligi".'Ntabakuze Decision requires the 
Defence "to provide to the Registrar· a designation of all persons working on the immediate 
Defence team who will have access to any information which might disclose identifies, or 
could lead to the identification of, any protected Person and to advise the Registrar in writing 
of any change in the composition of this team" and an "Order Requiring Defence Counsel to 
ensure that any member departing from the Defence team has remitted all materials that could 
lead to the identification of the Protected Persons". 

42. Pursuant to Rule 75, for the purpose of ensuring diligence in the handling of protected 
materials, the Tribunal finds that it is prudent to require Defence Counsel of all teams in this 
case to notify the Chamber in writing of any person leaving the Defence team and to confirm 
in writing that Counsel has ensured that all confidential materials .dealing with protected 
witnesses have been remitted to Counsel. 

43. The Chamber therefore grants in part the Prosecutor's request for harmonization of 
witness protective measures. Pursuant to the Prosecutor's request and ·proprio motu the 
Chamber: 

(a) ORDERS that this Decision replace the three Extant Orders: Prosecutor v. 
Nsengiyumva, Decision on the Prosecutor's Motion for the Protection of 
Victims and Witnesses, ICTR-96-12-T, 26 June 1997; Prosecutor v. Bagosora, 
Decision on the Prosecutor's Motion · for the Protection of Victims and 
Witnesses, ICTR-96-7-I, 31 October 1997; and Prosecutor v. Kabiligi and 
Ntabakuze, Decision on Motion by the Office of the Prosecutor for Orders for 
Protective Measures for Victims and Witnesses," ICTR-97-34-I, 19 May 2000; 

(b) ORDERS that the Prosecution designate a pseudonym for each protected 
witness that shall be used whenever ref erring to such witness hi Tribunal 
proceedings, communications and discussions between the parties and the 
public; 
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( c) ORDERS that the names, addresses, whereabouts and other identifying 

information of the protected witnesses ("identifying infonpation") be sealed 
by the Registry and not included in any public .records of the Tribunal; 

(d) ORDERS that any identifying information relating to the protected witnesses 
that is contained in existing records of the Tribunal be;.expunged; 

( e) ORDERS that the disclosure to the public or to the media of any identifying 
information relating to the protected witnesses prior . to, during and after the 
trial is prohibited; 

(f) ORDERS that the names, addresses and other identifying information of the 
protected victims and witnesses, as well as their locations, shall be kept under 
seal of the Tribunal and shall not be disclosed to the Defence until further 
orders; 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

ORDERS that the Defence make a written request to the Prosecutor if it 
wishes to contact any protected prosecution witnesses,. and that if the witness 
consents then the Prosecutqr shall facilitate such contact; 

ORDERS Defence Counsel to notify the Chamber in writing of any person 
leaving the Defence team and to confirm in writing that Counsel has ensured 
that all confidential materials dealing with protected witnesses have been 
remitted to Counsel; 

GRANTS the oral request of Kabiligi; 

DISMISSES the Prosecutor's Motion in all other respects. 

Arusha, 29 November 2001. 

Lloy eorge Williams Y akov Ostrovsk. ~ 
Ju ge, Presiding Judge Judge 

Seat of the Tribunal 
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REQUETE EN ANNULATION D'UNE DECISION DU GREFFIER ET EN 
REVENDICATION DES GARA!NTIES ET DES DROITS FONDAMENTAUX DE 
L'ACCUSE {ART 19, 20 DU STATUT ET ART 73 RPP). 

Conformement aux articles 19 eit 20 du Statut du Tribunal Penal International pour 
le Rwanda (le "Statut"), a l'article 73 du Reglement de procedure et de preuve du 
Tribunal (le "Reglement" ou le, RPP) et a toute autre disposition habilitante du 
droit, la defense demande a la Chambre de premiere instance m, sous reserve de 
ses droits et sans admission c1uant a sa juridiction, de rendre les ordonnances 
appropriees dans l'affaire KARERA (ICTR-200·i-74-I): 

FAITS 

1. En date du 24 septembre 2003, la Defense s'est vue informee par le Greffe que le 
Tribunal Penal International pour le Rwanda (ci-apres appele « le TPIR») 
suspendait momentanement les enquetes dans le present dossier, tel qu'il appert 
du contenu de la lettre dont copie est produite au soutien de la presente requete 
com me Annexe 1; (Annexe ·1) 

2. Cette decision administrative du Greffier a ete rendue apres que ce dernier eut 
refuse d'approuver certains programmes de travail des enqueteurs de l'equipe de 
la defense, Celestin Kagango et Tharcisse Gatarama; 

3. Le 27 octobre 2003, le Conseil principal de M. Frarn;ois Karera, Me Carmelle 
Marchessault, priait, par ecrit, le Greffier du TPIR, par l'intermediaire de ses 
representants, de reconsiderer sa decision, tel qu'il appert du contenu de ta lettre 
dont copie est produite au soutien de la presente requete comme Annexe 2; 
(Annexe 2) 

4. En date des presentes, la Defense n'a toujours pas re~u de reponse a sa lettre 
demandant la levee de cettE~ decision; l'accuse ne peut, par consequent, disposer 
du temps et des facilites necessaires a la preparation de sa defense, le tout 
contrairement aux garanties auxquelles ii adroit, en pleine egalite; 

5. Cette decision de suspendre le travail d'investigation a un effet prejudiciable sur 
l'equite du proces puisquei la Defense n'est plus en mesure de contrer les 
allegations contenues dans l'acte d'accusation et de batir une defense pleine et 
entiere; 



6. La Defense soumet qu'il est inapproprie et inequitable de suspendre les 
programmes de travail des enqueteurs; 

7. Cette suspension dite temporaire vicie l'ensemble du proces a venir; 

8. La suspension dite temporaire se poursuit indOrnent de fa~on indefinie et 
permanente; 

9. Dans sa correspondance du 24 septembre 2003, le Greffier invoque indOment , a 
titre de justification de sa decision, l'absence de communications recentes de 
pieces du Bureau du Procun~ur ainsi que la non programmation du proces; 

ARGUMENTATION 

1 O. La Defense soumet qu'elle ne peut tout simplement attendre que le Bureau du 
Procureur soumette des pieces pour proceder a la preparation de la defense, mais 
elle doit plutot disposer du b~mps necessaire pour preparer les avenues possibles 
et ce, meme si ce n'est pas relie a une piece soumise par le Bureau du Procureur, 
en rencontrant des temoins, en recueiltant et etudiant leurs declarations, 
lesquetles contiennent ou suscitent la recherche d' informations essentielles non 
connues a ce jour; 

11. La Defense soumet egalement que la preparation d'une defense pour des 
accusations aussi graves que celles dont est accuse M. Karera, necessite un 
montant considerable d'heures de travail; l'attente de la programmation du proces 
pour en poursuivre la preparation est contraire au respect des garanties et des 
droits fondamentaux de l'ac:cuse et porte gravement atteinte a son droit a une 
defense pleine et entiere et Gonsequemment, a un proces juste et equitable; 

12. La nature internationale du dossier implique et commande des deplacements qui 
sont essentiels a J'accomplissement d'un travail convenable; 

13. La Defense sournet respectueusement que la suspension ordonnee par le Greffier 
contrevient aux droits et gamnties enonces a !'article 20 du Statut a l'effet que: 

1. Taus sont egaux devant le Tribunal international pour le Rwanda. 

2. Toute personne contr,s laquelle des accusations sont portees, a droit a ce 
que sa cause soit entendue equitablement et publiquement, sous reserve des 
dispositions de l'Article 21 du Statut. 
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3. Toute personne accusee est presumee innocente jusqu'a ce que sa 
culpabilite ait ete etablie con'formement aux dispositions du present Statut. 

4. Toute personne contre laquelle une accusation est portee en vertu du 
present Statut adroit, en ple:ine egalite, au mains aux garanties suivantes: 

a) Etre informee, darn, le plus court delai, dans une langue qu'elle 
comprend et de fa~on detamee, de la nature et des motifs de l'accusation portee 
contre elle; 

b) Disposer du temps et des facilites necessaires a la preparation de sa 
defense et a communiquer avec le conseil de son choix; 

c) Etre jugee sans retard exces~if; 

d) Etre presente au proces et se defendre elle-meme ou avoir l'assistance d'un 
defenseur de son choix; si <:?He n'a pas de defenseur, etre informee de son droit 
d'en avoir un, et, chaque fois que l'inten~t de la justice l'exige, se voir attribuer 
d'office un defenseur, sans frais, si elle n'a pas les moyens de le remunerer; 

e) lnterroger ou faire interroger les temoins a charge et obtenir la comparution 
et l'interrogatoire des temoi ns a decharge dans les memes conditions que les 
temoins a charge; 

14. Cette decision administrativ<~ viole le droit de l'accuse de se faire entendre et de 
se defendre adequatement car ii est prive du droit a une defense pleine et entiere 
comprenant le droit a un coriseil principal et le droit a une equipe de la defense qui 
en fait partie integrante; 

15 Dans un systeme de type ciccusatoire, l'interdiction pour l'accuse de preparer sa 
defense rend impossible la t(anue d'un proces juste et equitable. 

16. Cette decision du Greffier est irreconciliable avec les garanties juridiques de 
base offertes a taus les accuses et equivaut a traiter l'accuse de fa9on 
discriminatoire, inequitable eit illegale; 

17. Cette suspension prejudicie le travail d'investigation deja accompli par la Defense 
et participe aux longs delah, qui nuisent gravement a la defense de l'accuse, ce 
qui equivaut a un deni de justice, voire meme a une impossibilite pour l'accuse de 
subir un proces juste et equitable; 

18. D'une maniere plus specifique, une defense pleine et entiere repose entre autres 
sur l'egalite des armes entre le Bureau du Procureur et la Defense, tels que le 
mentionnent les articles 20(:?) et (4)b) du Statut; 
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19. L'egalite des armes s'entend comme la possibilite pour l'accuse de beneficier des 
ressources financieres du Tribunal afin de lui permettre de recueillir toutes 
informations pertinentes pour la defense de ses interets dans sa cause; 

20. La decision rendue dans Kayishema /Ruzindana 1 est connue de la Defense mais 
differe de la presente requtUe au sens ou dans le present dossier l'accuse ne 
demande que ce qui est {9ssentiel et raisonnable pour la preparation de sa 
defense et non tous Jes moyens et ressources dont beneficie le Bureau du 
Procureur, tel que demande par le requerant dans la cause susmentionnee; 

PLAISE A CETTE HONORABLE! COUR, sous reserve des droits du Requerant et 
sans admission quanta la jurid:lction de la Chambre de premiere instance Ill, DE: 

ACCUEILLIR la presente requete; 

ANNULET et/ou DE:CLARER nulle la decision administrative rendue par 
le greffier en date du 24 septembre 2003 suspendant les enquetes a 
decharge et refusant d'approuver les programmes des enqueteurs dans le 
dossier de Fran~ois Karera; 

RECONNAiTRE et/ou DECLARER que le droit a un conseil principal , 
dont une equipe de la defense fait partie integrante des garanties et des 
droits fondamentaux qui lui sont reconnus, dont celui a une defense pleine 
et entiere; 

ORDONNER au Gr1affier de rnettre fin, d'une maniere permanente, a la 
suspension des enquetes et de continuer a accepter les programmes de 
travail selon leur me,~ite en ce qui a trait au dossier de Francois Karera; 

RENDRE toute autn3 ordonnance que cette Cour jugera appropriee dans 
les circonstances; 

LE TOUT, respectue,usement soumis. 

MONTREAL, le 14 mars 2004 

co~~UERANT 

CARMELLE MARCHESSAULT 

1 ICTR 5 may 1997; 
cm F :\karerareqsuspcm 14mars04 [2][ l ].doc 2004-03-14 
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International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda···· 
Tribunal Penal ln1ernational poor le Rwanda 

Nush:a lntern11tlonal Conlarence Conh'e 
P.O.Box &016, Atui:ha, Tanzania• e,p, 'SOUi, Aru!>ha, Tnm:ai,io 

Tel: 25527 2504207-11 2504387•72 or 1212 9552850 Fax: '2q5 '2.7 2504000/2504573 or 1 ii:2. 883 2-846149 

FACSIMlLE TRANSJv.(ISSION -TRANSMISSION PAR TELECOPIE 

Date: 24 septembi:e 2003 Rd: ICTR/JUD-I 1-5w2- :, t I ~ 

To: Me, Marchessault Fx-om: RhysBunis 
Conseil pri:ncip~l Chief, Defence Counsel 

Management Section 
Fax No.: 1-514-843-8104 Reply Fax,: 255-27-2504373/2504000 or 

1 -212-963 .. 2848 
Subject: Projections et Programme de travail de Monsieur Kagango 

l. Nous accusons reception de votre lettre du 06 septembre 2003 concemant des 
projections des miss:;ons a effectuer par votre equipe ainsi que du programme 
de trava, l pour l' enqueteur Celestin Kagan go. 

2. Cornpte tenu du nc1mbre de temoins deja contactes par votre 6quipe, de 
r absence de communication recente de pieces par le Bure.au du Procu.reur, de 
la non programmation du prod~s cette annee et enfin des contraimes 
budgetaires, nous considtrons premature de vous autoriser pour l'instant 
quelconques programmes de travail additionnels a ceux qui ont. deja ~te 
approuves par le Grdte. 

3. A cet egard, vous mentionnez dans votre lettre du 6 sept.embre 2003 que Jes 
projections peuvent faire l'objet de modification en fonction de divulgations 
de pieces ou declarations de terooins du Procureur qui poumrient etre 
coromuniquees ultfaieurement. Par consequent, et pour les raisons 
mentionnees dans le second paragraphe, il nous para.rt raisonnable et sans 
prejudice pour 1e droit de l'accuse, de suspend.re momentanement les 
programmes de travail en vue des futurs developpemcnts dans vot:re affaire 
(Monsieur Kagango a ete inform6 de la position du Greffe sur son programme 
de voyage de septembre par courrier electronique). 

4. En esperant obtenir de votre part votre entiere comprehension, nous vous 
prions de croire. Chere Madame M~chessaut, a l' expression de nos 
sentime.nr.s d0vouis. {<. 4 \ '-, .,..I"'-\./ . 
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CARMELLE MARCHESSAULT 
Avocate 

MALO,DANSEREAU 
Association d'avocats 
500, Place d'Armes 
Bureau 2100 
Montreal (Quebec) H2Y 2W2 
Telephone : (514) 288-4241 
Telecopieur :(514) 843-8104 
medicil@attcanada.net 
*Mediateur 

TRANSMISSION PAR TELECOPIEUR- URGENT 

Adressee a : M. Rhy~ Burrif,, Chef 
Section des avocats 
TPIR 

De: 

Le: 

Arusha, Tanzania 

Me Carmelle Mlarchessault 

27 octobre 20Cl3 

Fax : (212)-963-2848/49 

Fax: (514) 84j-8104 

Objet: Dossier: Frani;ois Karera ICTR-2001-74-I 

Monsieur, 

Ci-joint, copie de notre lettre clatee du 27 octobre 2003, laquelle parle d'elle 
meme ; nous vous demandons d'en traiter son contenu a votre plus 
prochaine convenance. 

Je vous remercie de votre ai:tention et vous prie de recevoir, Monsieur, 
l'expr~--1/~sJ?n de mes sentiments les meilleurs. 

(}fl/L~. -· 
CARMELLE MA~;'avocate 

Nombre de pages incluant celle ... ci: _4 __ _ 

P.S.: Si toutes Jes pages ne sont pas re~ues en bonne condition, communiquer par 
telephone avec Carmelle Marchessault au 288--4241, poste 325 ou 329. Merci. 

L=in formation contenue dans le document trans mis avec le present bordereau de transmission est confidentie/16' et couverte 
par le secret professionne/. Elle est destinee a l=u.sage excfusif de son destinataire. Si, toutefois, ce document vous avaitete 
transmis par erreur., veuil/ez nous en avlser immediatement par telephone et nous le retourner par la poste a /:::=adresse 
mentionnee ci-dessus. 
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CARMELLE MARCHESSAULT 
Avocate 

PAR TELECOPIEUR: 212-963-2848/49 

Montreal, le 27 octobre 2003 

Tribunal Penal International 
pour le Rwanda 
Section des Avocats 
a/s: M. Rhys Burriss, Chef 
PO BOX 6016 
Arusha, Tanzania 

MALO, DANSEREAU 
Association tl-=:avocai~• 
500, Place d=Annes, Bureau 2100 
Montr.9a!, (Qu8bec) .H2Y 2W2 
T919phone: (514) 288-4241 
T 8l 8copieur: (514} 843-8104 
medicil@attcanada.net 
*Mediateur 

Objet: Dossier Frcmc;ois Karera ICTR-2001-74-1 

Cher monsieur! 

La presente fait suite a votre lettre du 24 septembre 2003 par laquelle vous nous 
informiez que vous considerie.z «premature d'autoriser pour l'instant quelconques 
programmes de travail additionnels a ceux qui ont deja ete autorises par le Greffe ». 

La soussignee s'est vue dans l'impossibilite de repondre rapidement a votre lettre) vu 
qu'elle etait en convalescence, suite a une intervention chirurgicale. 

Sous reserves de tousles droits de notre client, lesquels nous entendons faire valoir en 
temps et lieu devant le Tribunal, nous tenons a vous souligner que votre decision cause 
un grave prejudice a notre client Monsieur Frangois Karera qui doit jouir de son droit 
inalienable a une defense pleine1 et entiere et ce, sans interruption de votre part, suite 
aux accusations portees abusivement et injustement contra lui . 

Veuillez avoir f'obligeance de bien vouloir considerer a nouveau votre decision dans les 
meilleurs delais, a defaut de quoi nous devrons prendre les mesures appropriees. 
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Vous comprendrez que nous souhaitons etre informes de votre position sur reception 
des presentes. 

Re~c~os salutations distinguBes 

CARMELLE MARCHESSAULT, avocate 

c.c : M. Franc;ois Karera 
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